Real Flame Fireplaces Exuro -The Ultimate In Outdoor Heating
On a chilly Melbourne night, it doesn’t get much better than sitting
safe and warm close by Real Flame Fireplaces new Exuro Gas
Fireplace. Specifically designed to stylishly integrate into most
décors, and still generate the cosy ambience you expect from all
Real Flame Fireplaces, Exuro will definitely be an attention
drawing addition. You can rely on the Exuro range of outdoor
heating modules to be as well built and dependable as all heating
units manufactured by the innovative Australian company, Real
Flame Fireplaces.
Built durable to withstand Melbourne conditions, the Exuro range of gas
fireplaces, have the customary Real Flame toughened glass outer-casing.
Developed to withstand the high temperatures of a gas fire, the glass outercasing requires very little cleaning, and houses stylish black pebbles that
perfectly complement both modern and contemporary outdoor living areas.
Because they don’t need a fixed flu system, one of the strongest drawing cards of all
models in Real Flame Fireplaces Exuro range is their amazing flexibility of installation.
Exuro heating can be fitted into almost any type of feature walls. And their fascia surrounds
are available in both black and stainless steel, which means they can also coordinate with
nearly every decorating style, without be overtly flashy or dominating.
Another added bonus of installing one of the Exuro models in your outdoor living area, is that they are fully compatible with both natural and LPG gas. So if you
need a gas fireplace for a small property that doesn’t have access to a natural gas supply, you are still able to enjoy perfect, clean outdoors heat from Real flame
Fireplaces Exuro models.
One of the greatest benefits of having a gas fireplace installed is you get to enjoy all the hypnotic beauty of their mesmerising flames without all the dust, wood
chips, mess and soot of a wood fired heating unit. And better still, no one has to ‘set up’ and get the fire burning. Real Flame Fireplaces Exuro models all have
one touch electric ignition, which means all you have to do is switch it on and let its warmth permeate your living area. Quick, perfect heat for a night’s outdoor
entertaining.
Come into our Gas Log Fire Company showroom and see how good the Exuro Outdoor Fireplace really is. We have been an outlet and installation service for
gas fireplaces for over 20 years, so our friendly consultants can answer nearly every fireplace question you can think of. Real Flame Fireplaces have also had
extensive, long-term experience, but with Design and Manufacturing of Fireplaces. One of the reasons we’re proud to be one of their Melbourne outlets is Real
Flame always produce a high-quality unit that is made in Australia, specifically to suit Australian conditions.

For a free in-home conference with one of our friendly consultants concerning the suitability of one of Real Flame Fireplaces Exuro models installations, or if your
home would be appropriate for any other Gas Log Fireplace - call 1300 373 745

For any information about our Real Flame Fireplaces, or our range of other makes and models of Fireplaces, pay a visit to our Gas
Fireplace Showroom Melbourne: Unit 7 of 29/31 Clarice Road, Box Hill South, Phone: 1300 373 745, like us on Facebook, fill out our
enquiry form, or simply email us.

This blog is general in nature and is ONLY meant to give readers an overview of the subject matter. Do NOT rely on this information for your specific needs. If you are planning to install a
fireplace in your home or business we highly recommend that you call us and arrange for an accredited fireplace and mantelpiece installation professional to visit your premises to advise
on your SPECIFIC requirements. We offer this as a free service to the entire Melbourne metro area.

